Video Indexing, Search, Detection, and Description with Focus on TRECVID
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ABSTRACT

There has been a tremendous growth in video data the last decade. People are using mobile phones and tablets to take, share or watch videos more than ever before. Video cameras are around us almost everywhere in the public domain (e.g. stores, streets, public facilities, ...etc). Efficient and effective retrieval methods are critically needed in different applications. The goal of TRECVID is to encourage research in content-based video retrieval by providing large test collections, uniform scoring procedures, and a forum for organizations interested in comparing their results. In this tutorial, we present and discuss some of the most important and fundamental content-based video retrieval problems such as recognizing predefined visual concepts, searching in videos for complex ad-hoc user queries, searching by image/video examples in a video dataset to retrieve specific objects, persons, or locations, detecting events, and finally bridging the gap between vision and language by looking into how can systems automatically describe videos in a natural language. A review of the state of the art, current challenges, and future directions along with pointers to useful resources will be presented by different regular TRECVID participating teams. Each team will present one of the following tasks:

Semantic Indexing (SIN). The TRECVID SIN task [3] ran from 2010 to 2015 and evaluated methods and systems for automatic content-based video indexing. The task was defined as follows: given a test collection, a reference shot segmentation, and concept definitions, return for each target concept a list of at most 2000 shot IDs from the test collection ranked according to their likelihood of containing the target. This tutorial session will give an overview of the SIN task followed by the description of two main approaches, a “classical” one based on engineered features, classification and fusion, and a deep learning-based one [4]. A baseline implementation built by the LIG team and the IRIM group will be introduced and shared.

Zero-example (0Ex) Video Search (AVS). The TRECVID AVS task models the end user search use-case, who is looking for segments of video containing persons, objects, activities, locations, etc. and combinations of the former. Zero-example (0Ex) is basically text-to-video search, where queries are described in text and no visual example is given. Such search paradigm depends heavily on the scale and accuracy of concept classifiers in interpreting the semantic content of videos. The general idea is to annotate and index videos with concepts during offline processing, and then retrieve videos with relevant concepts matching query description [12, 13]. 0Ex video search started since the very beginning of TRECVID in year 2003, growing from around twenty concepts to currently more than ten thousands of classifiers. The queries also evolved from finding a specific thing (e.g., find shots of an airplane taking off) to detecting a complex and generic events (e.g., wedding shower) [18], while dataset size has expanded yearly from less than 200 hours to more than 5,000 hours of videos [17]. This tutorial session will give an overview of the AVS task [1] and 0Ex search paradigm, with topics in development of concept classifiers, indexing and feature pooling, query processing and concept selection, and video recounting. Interesting problems to be discussed include how to determine the number of concepts for query answering, and how to identify query-relevant fragments for feature pooling and video recounting. An overview of the methods used by AVS task participants in 2016 will be presented and a 0Ex baseline system, with a few thousands of concept classifiers (from SIN, ImageNet concept banks) and built on Multimedia Event Detection (MED) and AVS datasets, will be introduced and shared in public domain.
Instance Search (INS). The TRECVID INS task [2] aims at exploring technologies that efficiently and effectively search and retrieve specific objects from videos by given visual examples. The task is especially focusing on finding “instances” of object, person, or location, unlike finding objects of specified classes as in the case of the SIN task or ad-hoc video search. This tutorial section will give an overview of the INS task followed by a standard pipeline including short list result generation by bag of visual word technique [20], handling of geometric information and context, efficiency management such as inverted index, and so on [11, 19]. A baseline implementation built by NII team will be introduced and shared.

Multimedia Event Detection (MED). This session will highlight recent research towards detection of events, like ‘working on a woodworking project’ and ‘winning a race without a vehicle’, when video examples to learn from are scarce or even completely absent. In the first part of the session we consider the scenario where in the order of ten to hundred examples are available. We provide an overview of supervised classification approaches to event detection, relying on shallow and deep feature encodings, as well as semantic encodings atop of convolutional neural networks predicting concepts and attributes [9]. As events become more and more specific, it is unrealistic to assume that ample examples to learn from will be commonly available [15, 16]. That is why we turn our attention to retrieval approaches in the second part. The key to event recognition when examples are absent is to have a lingual video representation. Once the video is represented in a textual form, standard retrieval metrics can be used. We cover video representation learning algorithms that emphasize on concepts, social tags or semantic embeddings [7, 10, 14]. We will detail how these representations allow for accurate event retrieval and are also able to translate and summarize events in video content, even in the absence of training examples.

Video to Text (VTT). This tutorial session considers the challenge of matching or generating a sentence to a video. The major challenge in video to text matching is that the query and the retrieval set instances belong to different domains, so they are not directly comparable. Videos are represented by audiovisual feature vectors which have a different intrinsic dimensionality, meaning, and distribution than the textual feature vectors used for the sentences. As a solution, many works aim to align the two feature spaces so they become comparable. We will discuss solutions based on low-level, mid-level and high-level alignment for video to text matching [5, 6, 8]. The goal of video to text generation is to automatically assign a caption to a video. We will cover state-of-the-art approaches relying on recurrent neural networks atop a deep convolutional network, and highlight recent innovations inside and outside the network architectures. Examples will be illustrated in the context of the new TRECVID video to text (VTT) pilot task.
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